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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DTSTRICT OF NEW YORK

BARBARA IIANDSCHU, êt â1 . ,

Plaintiffs,

v.

SPECIAL SERVICES DIVISION, êt àI.,

Defendants.

1I Cv. 2203 (CSH)

October 7, 20:.3
l-0:30 a.m.

Before:

HON. CHAR]-.,ES S. HA]GHT

District ,Judge

APPEARANCES

PAUI, G. CHEVIGNY
NYU School of Law
Attorney for Plaintiff Class

-and-
PROFETA & EÏSENSTEIN
BY: 'JETHRO M. EISENSTEIN

-and-
MARTIN R. STOLAR

-and-
FRÄNKLTN SIEGEL

-and-
ARTHUR N. EISENBERG

New York Civil Liberties Union

MICHAEL A. CARDOZO
Corporation Counsel- of the City of New York

PETER G. FARRELL
A]-.,EXIS LEIST
CEI.,ESTE KOELEVELD

Assistant Corporation Counsel
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the record.

MR. CHEVIGNY: Paul Chevigny.

MR. EISENSTEIN: .Tethro Eisenstein.

MR. STOLAR: Mart.in R. Stolar.

MR. SIEGEL: Franklin Siegel.

MR. EISENBERG: Arthur Eisenberg.

MR. FARRELL: Peter Farrel-l- .

MS. LEIST: Alexis Leíst.

MS . KOELEVELD: Cel-este Koeleveld.

THE COURT: WelI, good morning, everyone.

to see you all again. I am glad to observe that the

of youth from which we have all been drinking since

this case has not lost its magic. You al-I look the

(Case cal-led)

THE DEPUTY CLERK: Counsel, please state your name for

hope you all

I don't feel

feel the same. I don't Iook the

f am glad

fountain

1916 in

same. I

same, andreally

go downthe same, but we won't that path any

further. I am glad to be again in this distinguished company

and in this very important case.

There has been a Handschu class since the mid-1980s.

It was interesting and even entertaining to observe from the

declaration of Mr. ,Jenkins, Brian Michael ,Jenkins, that even

highly placed person in the RAND Corporation can get basic

facts h/rong. In paragraph 33 of Mr. Jenkins' affidavit he

says, 'rsince 1,97I the department has operated under the

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2A2) 8os-03oo
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Handschu guidelines. "

that what Mr. 'Jenkins

that's not quite right. I thinkWel-I,

did was see the case began in 1,97L and

lept immediately to an academic and inaccurate inference.

I97I, of course, is when the case began, and it began

when the constitutional claim on behal-f of the severaf named

plaintiffs was fíled and was assigned to 'Judge Weinfeld, who

wrote some very important, opinions in the earlíer stages of the

case. In 1-976, T came to this court and 'Judge Weinfeld thought

this would be a good thing for me to get started on. So he had

ít transferred to me, and I have been there ever since.

It was, I think in the mid-8Os, 1986 or whatever/ that

a cl-ass was certified, and íf I am wrong in my facts, and I may

be, with apologies to the RÄND Corporation, I know that ín or

about that time, the oríginal Handschu guidelínes. \^/ere

promulgated, and those original Handschu guídelines were

promulgated at the conclusion of some negotiations and

settlement discussions between the corporation counsel on the

one hand and counsel for the cl-ass on the other. And those

discussions and negotiations were conducted by very able

attorneys in an atmosphere of mutual respect and good wi1I,

while at all- tímes counsel did what they felt they should do to

protect the interests of the people for whom they spoke,

members of the class, and it's a large class, oD the one hand,

counsel for the City of New York and the police department on

the other.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2L2) Bos-03oo
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Those guidelines were part of the negotiated and

recommended settlement between the partíes. There had to be a

fairness hearing, and there was. And what was striking about

that was that a number of prominent attorneys for the civil

rights bar, who represented índividuals, who were class members

by definition, appeared at that hearing and objected to it

strenuously on the ground that cl-ass counsel had not achieved

enough to protect the class in the oríginal Handschu

guidelines. And there was a time when class counsel, those who

are present here today, were sitting in the jury box, as I

reca11, and heard their handiwork and the settlement they

negotiated critícized as entirely inadequate by people who up

until then I imagine they thought \^/ere friends rather than

foes. Arrd it went back and forth. The settlement was approved

and was affirmed by the Second Circuit.

Then, of course, came 9/]-]-. The rules were modified.

The city asked that it be modified. There was opposition from

class counsel-. What emerged was a decísion of thís Court,

which allowed the guidelines to be modified, and they were

modified and the fuII text of them appears as an appendix to

one of the several dozen, I think, opinions now in the Handschu

case, the one which ís reported at 2BB F.Supp. 41L:

So those guidelines, the modified guidelines, came

into effect in 2003. And I think it's fair to say that for

most of the time since then, for most of the time during the

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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decade between 2003 and the present here , 2013, t.he so-called

Handschu case was always present, but remained relatively

quiet. I have come to think of the case as a vofcano asleep

most of the time, emitting the occasional wisp of steam, but

every now and then blowing up, and out emerges the customary

l-ava sLreams of advocatesr arguments. I am dealing with some

streams right now. And they emerge because of a perception

that the Musl-im community may have come under degrees of

attention, inquiry, observation, surveillance, if you wi11, to

use that word, in recent years, which class counsel suggests in

the present pending motion may very wel-I flo, they say they

do, what is going on, viol-ate the modified Handschu guidelines.

The answer that the Corporation Counsel's Office on

behalf of the NYPD makes is, on the contrary, the modified

Handschu guidelines are scrupulously complied with by the NYPD,

and the sort of investigations contemplated and authorized

under certain circumstances by the guidelínes are very

carefully observed, and there are layers of highly trained

people in the NYPD who examine all of the things that are going

on and make sure that the modified Handschu guidelines are not

violated.

I am asked by class counsel to enter an injunction

stopping the NYPD from doing certain things and requiring them

to do other things, âII with a view towards curing,6¡

preventing or adequately dealing with the perceived víolations

SOUTHERN DISTR]CT REPORTERS, P.C
(21,2) 80s-0300
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of the guidelines, including the appointment of a monitor or

auditor to oversee what goes on in response to and, one would

hope, in obedience to the next order that the cl-ass asks me to

pass.

The response from the NYPD is granting any of that

relief in any form whatsoever would be terribly dangerous,

raise the level of danger of future attacks. It stops a little

short of saying the republic wil-l- f all, but that is the sort of

lava stream which this case has on occasion generated in the

past and then has again.

So r am going on a little bit longer than I ordinarily

would because there are a number of people in court. I donrt

know who they are. T don't know who you are. You are all-

wefcome in this place because this is the place where you

should be. And you are going to hear lawyers make arguments

and observations that you should hear. You may even see me do

things which you shoul-d be present to observe and listen to.

And if I ever stop talking, we will get to it.

I have extended these remarks a bit because of the

presence of

you will be

the end of

the public. And it's you're here. What

seeing is the efforts

the day to ensure that the rule of

this case, a

1aw operates

good that

of counsel and the Court at

properly and justly and fairly in

touches the lives of people, and

and preserve the lives of people.

is also intended to

And between those

case which

protect

two poles

SOUTHERN DISTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
(2!2) B0s-0300
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tensions arise. They have since the beginníng of the case and

wiII probably go on doing so.

So what I am going to do now j-s to ask counsel to

simply give me their perceptions of what this motion is about

and what should be done with it.

The last preliminary statement r will make is that a

month or so ago I issued a brief order suggesting that counsef

should confer among themselves with respect to the manner and

the extent to which a particufar document call-ed an

ínvestigative statement should be the subject of further

discovery and discussion. I will simply say, for the benefit

of those here, that what seems to emerge from the most recent

papers, briefs and so forth, is the contention of the city that

nothing is done in respect pf an inquiry of the sort sanctioned

by the Handschu guidelines unless there has first been an

investigative statement, which is prepared at lower levels of

the NYPD and then goes up and is vetted by everybody. I asked

counsel to consider to what extent those ínvestigative

statements could be

whether or not they

examined by counsel and the Court to

demonstrate, as the city says ín its

has been ful1 compliance with the

some referencés about that

papers, that

guidelines.

So

And you may hear

because there has

there

see

today.

and

but

been some discussions back

forth, I will ask counsel to bring me up-to-date

even if full agreement on that had been reached,

on that,

SOUTHERN DTSTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2A2) 8os-03oo
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been, I doubt very much that it would have fu11y resolved all

of the íssues that arise out of this most recent motion.

So these are the sort of questions and concerns that

bring us here,

counsel. And I

cl-ass. And we

and I now will stop talking and hand it over to

and they will address me

then when class counsel

am gor_ng

have the

to hear first from counsel for the

usuaf distinguished and ageless team,

in whatever order they prefer. And

have said all they wish to at this

from counsel for the city, Mr. Farrell-stage, then

T guess.

In

we will hear

the o1d days j-t was Ms . Donoghue. Do you remember

Gail Donoghue?

MR. FARRELL:

THE COURT: She was lawyer, and in those

talk about the character

of the problems which

order. Thís is

YeS, your Honor.

a very fine

early days, when the negotiations were hot and heavy, she

played an important part in it, and j-t's worth remembering her

I think.

Let me hear from counsel for the c1ass, whatever

contentions or arguments you

MR. CHEVIGNY: Thank

want to make to me this morning.

you, your Honor

May it

of the counsel

please

for the

the Court, I am Paul Chevigny. I am one

class.

As you sây, you asked us to

of the motion and then the character

arise in connection with your recent

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2r2) B0s-0300
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principally, of course, about how to comply with that order,

but I will say a few words about the motíon.

The motion is a big motion. It is a motion to enjoin

these surveillance practices, both through infiltration of

organizations and surveíl-l-ance over persons and through

visiting public places and keeping records. But this aspect

that we are talking about now is chiefly about the surveil-l-ance

of the organizations and the persons, the use of confidential-

informants and detectíves and the like to obtain records and

attend meetings and follow persons.

Now, the motion is a motion to enjoin the practices on

the basis that they are too broad with respect to the Muslim

communíty and they violate the guidelines because they are not

rooted in a criminal predicate; they are rooted in the fact

that the targets of the investigations are Muslíms, perhaps

conservative Muslíms.

deal more about that, except thatI wonrt say a

one of the big points

motion and obtain the

great

is, in order to prevail on

sort of strong relief that

have to, as the city says, show that there is a pattern and

The fact thatpractice with respect to this, if

it occurred once or twice and that an error might have been

made by some policeman or a confidential j-nformant might not

give enough support for us to obtain injunctive relief. We

would have to show that the guidelines are through a pattern

SOUTHERN DTSTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
(21,2) B0s-0300
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and practíce or through a stated poIícy being víolated.

Now, with respect to that, that brings us to your

order.

THE COURT: Hold on just a minute.

I beg your pardon. Go ahead. P1ease go ahead.

MR. CHEVIGNY: Now, accordj-ngly, in order to approach

establishing our burden of proof with respect to that, standard,

we woul-d have to examine a great many investigative statements,

according to the city's position, with respect to this motion.

The city saj-d, âs you know, that the rather, we t.hought,

astounding documents that Ìrad been produced by the press and

that showed that there was cl-ose surveillance over many Islamic

institutions were, in fact, just the mere flotsam and jetsam of

the investigatíon, that the investigations in fact were rooted

ín good cause to believe that there was a possibility or a

reasonabl-e indication of crj-me, and that those underlying

reasons v/ere established through the investigative statements

and couldn't be established through anything else. So we fel-t

that we woul-d have to examine a number of investigative

statements in order to be able to approach carrying the burden

of proof.

Now, you asked us for the course of the negotiations

with respect to t.his, and this is the meat of what thís is

about. This ís a practical discussíon wíth respect to

discovery ín our effort to build up a record which would

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(21,2) 8os-o3oo
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support our contentions in the motion

So your order was on August 29, and on the 10th of

September, we wrote to corporation counsel- and asked to examine

the investigative statements with respect to all Muslim

institutions and indivíduals in the City of New York. We are

not sure how large a number that is. In al-l the documents that

we studied, including the strategic posture which set forth a

panoply of organizations for an investigation, there is about

100 names. We werenrt sure how many more there were than that,

perhaps twice as many. That was a broad request, flo doubt, but

our feeling was that it was necessary because I¡/e didn't know

what the pattern or the number of the investigative statements

was going to be.

The city responded two and a half weeks later by phone

to Mr. Eisenstein, and the proposal that the city made, that

Mr. Farrell made, was to give us two documents from the group

that was initially set forth in our declaration and memorandum

of law. There \^rere a group of exhibits concerning the Danish

cartoon controversy, the plane crash controve rsY, and the Sean

BelI controversy, as we might call them. And the city was

ready to let us l-ook at two of those, of which there was some

2L, I believe.

They were also willing to let us look at two

investígative statements that we would select, âs I may say

blind because we are not going to know which ones would be most

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2!2) 8os-o3oo
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promising, two out of all the names

strategíc posture, which was about

that were contained in t.he

1-20 names. Then with

they would give'us

reasons that he had

That amounted to

respect to the informant, Shamiur Rahman,

investigative statements to establish the

Shamiur Rahman. So not

depending on how many they l¡Iere for

to put it too strongly, wê thought that

been assigned and the

five or six documents,

strategíc posture.

neighborhood of 100

Understandably, we

end of last week.

matters that he had

\^/as not even the beginning of an adequate investigatíon of

this.

So two days 1ater, Mr. Eisenstein wrote to Mr. Farrell

to sây, that's completely inadequate. In our view, wê would

back off to be willíng to now this brings us up to last

weekend we would back off to be willíng at the outset to

look at the investigative statements with respect to all of the

organizations that are included in the declarations, in other,

words, that arise under the exhibits that we submitted that

arose with respect to ShAmiur Rahman and that appear in the

That amounts to, as I said, in the

of them overlap.names,

didnr t

some

receive a response. That was at the

We offered to give Mr. Farrell's office a

list that we would derive from those exhibits, and we have

prepared it, but that's where the negotiations came to an end.

Now, I donrt know what the city wants to say in

response to this. This is realIy a description of a

SOUTHERN DTSTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(272) 8os-03oo
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negotiation,

our wel1,

been a bona

I wíll put

fide set of

order was that counsel

13

it strongly. In our víew, this has not

responses with respect to this. Your

and the Court should be able to look at

and I don't want to put it too strongly, but

the investigative statements in order to determine whether

indeed there was a criminal predicate with respect to Muslim

institutions and organizations that l¡/ere being surveill-ed, as

indeed there was no controversy that they were beíng surveilled

by infiltration. In our view, for the city to come back such a

long time later and say, we1l, w€ will let you look at five or

six documents that you will have to pick blind doesn't respond

adequately, as we believe, to the character of. your Honor's

order, which is really to enable both yourself and counsel to

understand whether there is a justification under the

guidelínes.

THE COURT: You correctly descríbed the thrust of the

order, but I should add, I think, I composed that order after

reading the briefs.

MR. CHEVIGNY: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: And in the briefs and in the arguments

back and forth,

and Commissioner

thís phrase "investigative statement" emerged,

Cohen in his declaration went on at some

length describing what it was and who l-ooked at ít. But that

\^ras all I had to go by, and so it seemed to me, Put it no

higher than that, that the ínvestigative statement might be a

SOUTHERN DTSTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2r2) Bos-03oo
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probative and useful thíng to learn a little bit more about.

1,4

to

But

been talking

be regarded,

humility, I

I suppose, as

said, I don't

assigns to

more, oT see

an unusuaf

know if this

over.

expression of judicial

makes any sense or not.

And if you think, either

at the end of that, ffiy most recent order we have

about, I closed the order, you will recall, but

to say so. This is just my

basis ofbe significant on the

I think it's useful to say that because, yes, I said

what I said, but ít shouldn't be over-interpreted or

overstated. But I don't retreat from it. I simply would

reiterate that it seems to me that, partícularIy when one

considers the central role of the investigative statement that

It's up to counsel to think it

side, that this ís foolíshness,

probative value, donrt hesitate

preliminary view of what might

just reading the briefs.

this kind oi document has no

that kind of document, wê ought

if we can. And that brings us

telling me what the efforts

corporation counsel-

to look at it some

back to where just stopped,you

ril Ihave been up now and you were not satisfied with it. The

city, of course, will eventually speak for itself.

MR. CHEVIGNY: We11, counsel for the class actually

don't know exactly what probative value these investigative

statements would have. Under the framework of the guidelines,

of course, we are not entitled to see the secret documents,

subject to security of the police, that justify their

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(21,2) Bos-o3oo
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investígations. We got to this point only by some person or

persons associated with the police having given them to the

press and the press havíng published them. And so it. appeared

to us that. there simply wasnrt enough justification under the

terms of the guidelínes.

The city says that the investigat.ive statements would

show that there \^/as . We donrt know whether that is true or

not, but there isn't any way to resolve that without looking at

them. And there are two questions. One of them I talked about

here at length. What scope, how many, which ones? The other

one that I havenlt ment.ioned, and I ought to mention, would be

security. The políce do not want to give them to us because we

are the folks who in connection with the cl-ass represent the

persons being spied upon.

Now, with respect to

Farrell said that whatever we

t,hat, âs I understand it, Mr.

examine, w€ would have to examine

with a person

And the initial

be, we would

would be

at the Corporation Counsel's Office, in private

present. Vùe wouldn't be abl-e to make copies .

cut, whatever t.he scope of the discovery is to

have to sit down and read the documents, and we

permitted to take notes, but we woul-dn't be permitted to do

anything else with the documents.

to it for purposes of

out what is going on

we would be willing to accede

discovery in order to find

as we can understand. And

We don't like that, but

the initial

here insofar

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2]-2) Bos-0300
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then following

we woul-d have

that., of course, depending on whatever ís found,

to request that the city prepare the documents

and Iedact them, according to some standards that would be set,

and presenL some of them to the Court in an effort to complete

the proof.

So with respect to the security, the importance of

which we recognize, we are wíIling to do that. But what we

seem to dísagree about ís what it is we are going to look at.

I don't know if my co-counsel want to say something in addition

to that or whether we ought to pass it to the cíty at this

point.

Does anyone want

MR. EISENSTETN:

to talk further?

Your Honor, there is one other area

of our motion which I thínk ought to

to the actívities of what started out beíng called the

the zone assessmentdemographics unít and came to known as

unit. I am not going to repeat the arguments that we have made

comparing the deposition of now Chief Inspector Galati with the

description made by Mitchell Silber of what it is that the

demographics unit was doing. But what is clear from what we

saw is that the demographics unit was going around and

be addressed. It relates

listening to

according to

declaration,

the last three years.

conversations and recording them at the

our reading of the statistics in Chief

rate,

Galati's

certainly at the rate of about once a week over

SOUTHERN DTSTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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What needs to be poínted out in relation to this is

that unlike the investigative statements, where we have a

genuine dispute, and we suggest to the Court that we have shown

enough to entitl-e us to the kind of dj-scovery that you

suggested in your August 29 order, in contrast to that, with

respect to the actívities of the demographics unit, there is a

speci'fic provision in the modified guídelines that says the

police can visit public places on the same terms as members of

the public generally. But then goes on to say that they cannot

keep records with respect to that unless they relate to

terrorism or criminal activity.

What I think we have already established ín the papers

before the Court is that that specific prohibítion that is

contained in the modified guidelines has been yiolated, and ís

being violated as a matter of policy, because Chief Ga1ati told

us that whatever is in the reports submitted by police officers

who are involved in demographic/zone assessment, whatever is in

there stays

material.

there. In other words, there is no removal of that

choose to

overheard,

with respect to

violation of the

So I think that at the very l-east we have established

the motion that there is a

There is no editing of that material. Whatever they

say or record, write down, ín way of conversations

remains in the records of that unit.

that branch of

not aberratíonal,

modified guidelines and that that violation is

but, rather, is a matter of police department

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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policy.

THE COURT: WeIl, what I believe that Mr. Galati ís

saying, and I have looked at his declaration, which came after

the deposition that he gave and he comments on it, but what he

says in his declaration at paragraph 6, among other things, is,

'lWhile the zone assessment unít coll-ected publicly avail-able

information about the ethnic concentration within that area, it

did not and its mission never was to conduct criminal

investigations or conduct invest.igations as set ouL in Section

V of the modif ied Handschu guidelines. rt

Then that theme is amplified a bit later on. In

paragraph l-l-, Chief Galati says, rrClass counsel attempts to

make much of the fact that I testified at my deposition that.

since my time as commanding officer of the NYPD intelligence

division in 2006, none of the visits conducted by the zone

assessment unit resulted in an investigation. "

Then hís decl-arat,ion continues, "latrhiIe thät f act is

true, the crítical point is that the zone assessment unit was

not created to trigger investigations or otherwise generate

l-eads. "

Then in paragraph 1-2, Mr. Galati says, "Whi1e most of

the activities of the zorre assessment unit do not concern the

'investigation' of 'political activity, ' as those terms are

defined under the modified Handschu guidelines, when the zone

assessment unit's activities arguably faIl within the scope of
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those terms, the zorre assessment unit is authorized under

Section VIII (A) (2) of the modífied Handschu guidelínes to carry

out its mission by such visits. "

No\,r/, what seems to me to emerge from that is a

suggested, and, of course, if this is one of the arguments that

corporation counsel is makíng f will hear it from them shortly,

but the sense I get is that, yes, there is a zorre assessment

unit, y€s, it does things, but the things that it's doíng are

not investigations of "political activity. "

Mr. Galati says, political activities, that term is

defined in the guidelines. I am not sure it's defined anywhere

in the guidelines, but political activity is something \,üe are

famil-iar with. But the sense T get is he is saying the zorre

assessment unit is doing things which are useful from a police

republic point of víew, but they are not doing what the

guidelines are talking about. That's not part of their job.

One of the questions we may have to deal with is, what

are the political boundaries of the guidelines themselves?

Section III of the modified guidelines says, rrThese guidelines

apply only to investigations which invol-ve political activity.

They do not apply to or limit other activities of the NYPD in

the investigation or detection of unl-awfu1 conduct, the

preservation of the peace and public safety, or other

legitimate 1aw enforcement activities.which do not involve

political activity." And then the three kinds of

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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investigations that'are to be entered into.

What Chief Galati may be saying is t,hat the zone

assessment unit is not in the l-east concerned \,ùith political

activity and isn't doing any investigations under the three

Ievel form of investigations, all spelled out ín the

guídelines. The argument may be, in other words, that it

certainl-y is possible to imagine that not everything that the

políce department does to anybody at any time in anyplace falls

within the guidelines. And if what they are doing does not

fall within the guidelines, because it's not that kind of

activity, then such conduct is not relevant to the question of

whet.her or not the guidelines have been violated.

going

maybe

fulI

and I

I don't know if thatrs what

to argue or not. If he wasn't

he wiII.

corporation counsel is

planning on doing it,

MR. EISENSTEIN: Since it's on your mind.

THE COURT: It is on my mind, and this is what we call

discl-osure in the law, because I thought it. is on my mind,

wanted to share that with you because I want to know what

is in your mind,

is on your mind

and you can do a bett,er job of telling me what

you can get some

It's not always

dim notion of what is in

the judge's mind.

ir.
easy, but that's why I said

MR. EISENSTEIN: That's one of the reasons why itrs

such a pleasure to appear before you because you do tell us

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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what is on your mind.

The two things that haven't changed under the original

guidelínes and the modified are the definition of political

activity and the definition of an investigation. Politícal

activity is the exercise of a right of expressíon or

association for the purpose of maintaíning or changing

governmental policies or social conditions. An investigation

is a police activity undertaken to obtain information or

evidence.

Now; your Honor may recall that ín probably Handschu

VII, you encountered the somewhat metaphysical argument from

the defendants that, if our heart is pure, the fact that we are

engaged in an activity to gather information, and the

information is political, does not make that an investígation

of political activity. And I would say that the Court rejected

the notion that it can so totally turn on what is in the mind

of the police. Obviously, there is an element of

intentionality that is there, but ít isn't simply that they can

sây, yes, we gathered information, yês, it's about things that

are political, but our intention was not to investigate

political actívity, therefore it's not covered by the

guídelines. That canrt be the case, and I think your Honor

rejected that in Handschu VII or VIII.

But passing that, I don't see how anyone can say with

a straight face that sending a police officer out to a public

SOUTHERN DISTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
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place, having him and I thínk they are all him in this

situatíon listen to conversations that people are havíng

about their political views, 1ike, what a shame it was that

this worker, who was fired for burning the Koran, vlas rehired

and given back pay. Can you ímagine what would happen if he

had burned the bible? That's an expression of political views

and the police officer who brought that back to the office and

reported that was gathering information about politics, and I

don't see how it is possible to sây, and I don't think I said

this before, but maybe I did, to say with a straight face that

that is not an ínvestigation of political activity.

Final1y, it is specifically prohibited by the modifíed

guidelines. The modified guidelines contemplated and gave the

políce the power to go to public places on the same terms as

members of the public aenerally and then limited that power.

And it's ín that respect, your Honor, that we believe that

there is almost a conceded violation of the modified

guidelines. Because that's bright-1ine ruIes. That has

nothing to do wíth intention. That has to do with gathering

information and recording it when the source \^Ias a visit to a

public place and the rules themselves say that that kind of

information gathered in that setting can't be recorded unless

it relates to crime or terrorism.

THE COURT: And you think that that particular

violation, the retentíon aspect of Sectíon VIII (A) (2) has been

SOUTHERN D]STRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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establíshed on the present record, ís that your view?

MR. EISENSTEIN: Yes.

THE COURT: How is that? Is it through the

deposítion? (

MR. EISENSTEIN: It's through the deposition of Chief

Galati, who when asked whether the reports, such as the report

that I just summarized, are brought ín by the police officers,

whether anything is removed from them, ín other words, whether

that which rel-ates not to críme or terrorism but, rather, is a

discussion of víews, whether that's ever removed, he said, ûo,

what is in there is in there. It's dealt with, I think he

said, as a matter of training. Irm not sure what that means,

but it is not removed in any way.

Further to that, the description of what. they are out

there to do is to be a listening post, is to listen for the

reactions of people. And if they are recordíng the reactions

of people that are peaceable reactions, that are political

reactions, it seems to me that that's what the rule said t.hey

could not do, and I think that that is established not just

anecdotally, but established as a matter of policy on the

record that's already before you.

THE COURT: So that underlies the fírst of the relief

you are asking me for, paragraph e (a) of, T think it's

Professor Chevigny' s declaration.

MR. EISENSTEIN: Correct.

SOUTHERN DTSTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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' THE COURT: I am asked to enter "an injunction agaínst

contínuing the practice of retaining records concerning visits

to public places , for purposes of intel-Iigence through the zorLe

assessment unit, the demographics unit, or any other unit of

the NYPD where no information has been obtained that rel-ates to

potential unlawful or terrorist activíty. "

That's what you say the second paragraph of that

particular provisíon prohibits .

MR. EISENSTEIN: Correct.

THE COURT: And you say they are doing it and you want

an ínjunctíon to make them stop doing that, retaining records

concerning visits to public places for purposes of

íntelligence, ât which poínt the city may raise up and say,

well, thatrs not for purpose of intelligence. And we may get

back into some of the philosophical questions we have explored

in the past.

What would you do íf they say that? You're asking for

an injunction against continuing the practice of retaining

records concerning visits to public places for purposes of

intelligence through the zorre assessment unit. The ans\^/er may

be the zorre assessment unit isn't concerned with intel1ígence

and doesn't participate in that function. Therefore, that

particular branch of the injunction prayed for has no office to

perform.

MR. EISENSTEIN: They clearly are involved in

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2L2) Bos-0300
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intelligence. Both Galati and Silber said they are out there

Iisteníng in order to gather information about how people are

reacting to things. That strikes me as intelligence gathering.

So the notion that they are not gathering intelligence is

contradícted by their own words.

THE COURT: And you say that's established by the

present record?

MR. EISENSTEIN: Correct.

I will simply say one other thing. Your Honor said we

are here, as we always have been, about the tension between the

two poles, between people's right to be free from intrusive

government oversight and the safety of the people of New York

City.

The balance that was struck in this particular regard

was that the police were given a certain power under the

modified guidelines to go to places, and the limítation of that

pourer was that what they could bring away from those places was

limited to information about críme or terrorism. They could

go, they could l-isten, but they coul-d not record unless it's

about crime or terrorism. That's the balance that these rules

struck. These rules are binding on them, and they have been

violated, and I think that's the core of our argunient on that

point.

(Continued on next page)
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THE COURT: A1I right. Thank you.

Mr. Stolar.

MR. STOLAR: Good morning, .Tudge.

I just wanted to briefly add back on the question of

what the scope of discovery might be.

THE COURT: Yes.

MR. STOLAR: If you had not issued your order in

August, wê would have been up here basícaIly arguing to you

that the next stage of this proceeding is discovery,

essentially looking for the investigation statements that

govern the class of people who we are complaining about.

Our inítial request of the city was, all right, wo

think there's a pattern and practice. We want to see every

single investigation statement since t.he new guidelines \^/ere

adopted in 2003 that deals with the Muslim community,

individuals and institutíons.

Their response was, we'11 let you see two or three of

them, as was summarized by Professor Chevigny. Our response to

that was, I'11 tel1 you what, wê will limit the scope of what

we are seeking to the indíviduals, organizations and

institutions which are laid out in the papers that we have

filed \n/ith the Court, and we have prepared a list of about l-00

or I20 such things that werre prepared to give the cíty.

What I'm standing up here to do is. to bring to the

Court's attention that there are a number of other individuals

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C.
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and institutions which have come to our attention since we

filed papers with the Court in early September. The AP

reporters who had given us some early information wrote a book,

and in connection with their book that was rel-eased were a

number of other documents that had come from inside the New

York City Police Department. Those are not part of the record

yet, but I want to 1et the Court know that they exist.

. In addítion, in late August the same two reporters

wrote another story concerning how there are roughly at least

16 mosques that were designated, just by virtue of being

mosques, âs the subjects of terrorism enterprise

investigations. All 16 *o"nrr." are not necessarily listed in

the papers that we filed with you. And a whole other seríes of

documents also from within the NYPD were also publicly released

which are not before you yet.

I just want to IetSo, you know that there are other

out since the papers were filedthings

which consist essentially of documents that have been released

by the AP reporters ínto the public realm, and we'1l figure out

a way to supplement the record with you when we finally get

some kind of a ruling as to what the scope of the discovery and

the view of the investigation statements would be.

T think that it is a review of the investigation

statements prelimindry, full- and terrorist enterprise

that will rise or fa1l wíth this motion. WerlI see them.

SOUTHERN DISTR]CT REPORTERS, P.C
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You'II see them. The city will- see them. And we'll all make a

decision based upon what we see there. But some mechanism has

to be established t.hat al-Iows us to look at them and look at a

fulI scope of them, not just a limited number that the city has

offered.

THE COURT: Let me ask you this: It doesn't directly

bear on these issues, but you were giving me some additional

ínformation, and I wanted to ask you for a 1ittle bit more.

I have a sense that there is currently pending,

perhaps in the Eastern Distríct, some, quite separate and

different, lawsuits brought by members of the Muslim community

or people within that general area against the police

complaining that things have been done. Am I right in that?

.fust occasionally I read about it in the newspaper/ I

think.

MR.

explanation,

STOLAR: Yes,

I think Arthur

you are. And if

who

you'd like a full-er

is with the New York

Civil Liberties Union, might

Eisenberg,

be able to give you that

THE COURT: Yes, that's right. I remember reading his

name, and I said to myself ; rrT know that man.rr But, you know,

I think it's a question which is related to part of the

problems that are going on now, although not probative, T

shouldn't think, of what is beíng specifically considered in

this case, ot vice versa for that matter. But I did want to

put on my own agenda just an inquiry about what's going on

SOUTHERN DTSTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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there, and I'1I welcome information from any source.

MR. STOLAR: (Indicating)

MR. EISENBERG: Yes, your Honor. Good morning.

There is a separate lawsuit in the Eastern District of

New York before 'Judge Chen. It is unlike this case, which

rests upon the claim that two provisions of the Handschu decree

are being violated by the practices at issue.

The case in the Eastern District is driven by

constitutional argumenLs. There is no argument in that case

that the Handschu guidelínes are being violated. The lawsuit

in that case is purely based on constítutional claims.

In terms of the status, the city answered, I think,

the first week in September. There is a procedural díscovery

dispute now on the issue of whether the matter should be

bifurcated and the Monell issues separated out that the

magístrate judge is considering, and the parties are also in

the process of developing a protective order for purposes of

discovery.

THE COURT: Fine. I don't want that case, so don't

misunderstand me. It's sufficient unto the d"y, but I wondered

about it. And now I know more.

Anything else from the plaintiff's side?

MR. STOLAR: Not from me.

THE COURT: Then would the city like a brief recess?

I'I1 give it to you if you want it, although if you are ready

SOUTHERN DISTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
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to go now, that will be fine too

MR. FARRELL: T think werre ready, your Honor.

the city mayTHE COURT: Very wel-l, Mr Farre11,

proceed

MR. FARRELL: Good morning, your Honor. Peter Farrell

on behalf of defendants. I had appeared before you several-

years ago as part

of demonstrations,

Donoghue, who you

since retired.

of the dispute over what was the videotaping

and at that time my colleague was Gail

had mentioned earl-ier. As you know, Gail has

THE COURT: Yes.

MR. FARRELL: So we have inherited the defense of this

case.

So f want to start out, your Honor, by addressing and

putting into context class counsel's claim in this case. Class

counsel's claim in this case is that the New York City Police

Department investigates Muslims based sole1y on their religion.

Their claim is that is the only reason whatsoever that the

police department takes any actions with respect to

investigatíons that ínvol-ve people of the Muslim faith. Thatrs

a very serious allegation. The department takes it very

seriously.

I think that if you step back and think about that

allegation and ask oneself, is that allegation plausible? I

think the answer to that is no, just based upon the history of

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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what has taken place around the world for the past many years,

and certainly in New York City since 9/1L with the terror

attacks on the World Trade Center.

. You know, it's undeniable that those attacks were

carried out by Islamists who were radicalízed to violence.

Itrs undeniable that New York City remains at the center of the

threat by Islamists who are radicalized to violence. You can

turn on the news al-most any night, as I do, and you can see

that there is coverage about Islamists who are radicalized to

violence carrying out terror throughout the worId. And yet,

class counsel come in here and ask this Court io find that the

NYPD's actions with respect to investigations that it's

conducting is driven solely and I emphasize that so1e1y

on the basis of a person's faith as a Muslím.

I would posit to the Court that that position is just

not plausible, and that when you look at Supreme Court

precedent and I know under the modified Handschu guídelines

they're not arguing constitutional víol-ations but on Supreme

Court precedent, there's a case that came out not too long ago,

Ashcroft v. Iqba7, and the court says when you're presented

with a claim in the case, the first thing the court should say

to itself, is this claim plausible? And the Ashcroft v. Iqbal

is 556 U.S. 662. In that case, it, in fact, involved the

federal government taking certain action with respect to people

of the Muslim faith, and the court in that case found that the

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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claims in that case just

So I think that

32

were not plausible.

as \^/e're going to get ínto the

it's important that the context of whatcase,specifics of this

is taking place in the world and what is taking place with

respect to the threats against, New York City, which, You know,

ís laid out in detail in Commissioner Cohents declaration

but there have been significant plots against New York City by

Islamists who have been radicalized to violence. Fortunately,

those have been thwarted, but those include plots against the

Brooklyn Bridge, against Times Square, against the Hera1d

Square subway station, the subway system and many others that

are listed in Commissioner Cohen's declaration.

That's the backdrop with which I stand here today

addressing their claims. Now, letrs look at specific claims

that they make. Their lead piece of evidence in support of

this clairi is the declaration and reliance upon a former

confidential informant of the NYPD Shamuir Rahman. And they

say that that declaration and that evidence that he provided is

part of their substantíal proof that they put before the Court

to show that there is this policy of ínvestigating Muslims

based solellt upon their re1ígion.

We have put in evidence which is indisputable with

respect to the confidential- informant Rahman that he was, in

fact, utilized as part of an investigation into several

individuals, and one of those individuals has sínce in fact

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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pled guilty earl-ier this year to attempting t,o provide'material

support to aI Qaeda affiliates. That is issued in a press

release.fune 26, 20]-3 by the Eastern District of New York, and

that person who pled guilty is known as ,Justin Kal-iebe.

So their lead piece of evidence in this case, which

they relied upon and say, this shows it, your Honor. They're

saying to t.he Court, this shows it. We have this confj-dential

inf ormant who told me rr I was told to go out

on Musl-ims and to

there and just"

surveil them justquote, their words "spy

because they're Muslims'r is

equivocation refuted by the

the investigatíon involved,

terrorism.

one hundred percent without

fact that the persons, one of which

has pled guilty to support of

So, you take that piece of information and then you

look at their papers here, your Honor, they said, here it is,

here is al-I of our evidence. And Irm quoting from their brief

at page 4, "substantial persuasive evidence." In fact, what

they did do when they brought this motíon in a letter to the

Court, with a cover letter dated February 4, 2013, class

counsel said to this Court in addition to the fact that here's

the substantial persuasive evidence to show this polícy and

practice claim that werre a11eging, they withdrew their motion

for leave to conduct discovery which they had earlier brought

on October 25, 201-1-. Thatrs in their letter dated February 4,

20]-3 to this Court.

SOUTHERN DISTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
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So, the city comes in, and we put in the evídence

thatrs now in the record, including refuting their reliance

upon the former confidential informant Shamuír Rahman. Now

they say, oh, well, nol¡¡ we want additional discovery.

It kínd of reminds me of a case, your Honor. T was on

trial recently here in the Southern District. Tt I s as if you

went.to trial, plaintiffs put on their case, defendants get up,

put on their case, and then in the middle of trial plaintiffs

Say, that sounds like a pretty strong case the defendants have.

I'd like to take an adjournment to conduct some more discoveçy.

They made a strategic decision to bring the motion, to

withdraw their motion for discovery, to bring this current

motion, and they beIíeved that the evidence they were putting

in before the Court was substantial and persuasive to prove

their claim that the New York City Police Department had a

policy or practíce of surveilling Muslims based so1e1y upon

religion.

THE COURT: Wel1, it may be my fau1t, Mr. Farrell.

They may be doing this because I jumped on the investigative

statement horse and ran away with it.

MR. FARRELL: Your order raised the issue, your Honor,

which they may be trying to take advantage of at this point in

time. My argument to you is, they made a choice to withdraw

their motion for discovery, to bring the current motion for

injunctive relíef and, pivotally, the key point is that they

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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said, here is the substantíaI persuasive evidence.

The city has shown yoü, takíng each of those

allegations and you really don't need to go any further than

the Rahman allegation because that's the one that they held up

as being kind of the smoking gun. Here it is. Herers our

proof that the city is employíng confidential informants in

this non-willy-nilly way just to go out and spy on Muslims, and

that's refuted.

That takes us to the question, your Honor, then if

so the first point that I am making is that they rea1ly should

not be entitled to any other discovery because they made

certain choíces. They put the record in before your Honor.

They took their position, and they should live by that.

The second thing I would say is if your Honor is

inclined to have discovery, hre did engage in conversations with

cl-ass counsel with respect to discovery, but we think the

dj-scovery based upon the record that they put in and the

allegations that we refuted, that they shouldn't just get

open-ended discovery into the intelligence division's

investigative statements .

In terms of context of where the discovery v\¡as ât, t.he

the city had offered first, their

every investigatíve statement that

discussions we had,

request \^Ias, we

invol-ves Muslims

response was not

want

r_n any way/

reasonable.

shape or form. They said our

I would say that request rea11y

SOUTHERN DISTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
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isn't reasonable in the first instance. But they made that

request.

We came back to them and said, OK, we are willing to

show you investigative statements, and we'11 pick two

investigative statements from each category of the ones that

you raised in your motion investigative statements about

where Danish cartoon reporting came from. We said we'Il- gíve

you all the investigative statements relating to the

confidentía] informant Shamuir Rahman. So that wasnrt limited

l-n any \^/ay,

all- of the

to them.

form¡ they

identified

pick those

statements

weren't guiding them

two of the entities

36

was prepared to give

to Shamuir Rahman.

in any wdy, shape.or

or people that \^Iere

shape or form. The department

investigative statements related

It also said ít would give you know, that cl-ass counsel

way intended to be detrimentalcoul-d choose, and it was in no

So that we

could pick

in several of their various exhibits. They coul-d

out, and then we would produce the investigative

with respect to two of them in each of the

categories.

We believe that on the present record where defendants

have refuted their claims and where they brought this motion

and were not seeking any additional discovery, that that

proposal is fair and appropriate in this instance.

We also have to remember there are two other points

I'd like to make on this, your Honor that discovery poses

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2r2) 80s-0300
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significant

informatíon

confidential

it's not in

MR

THE COURT: Yourre

risks when you're dealing with confidentía1

that can implicate ways of undercovers or

informants. I was involved in a case in the past

several- years where there was an j-ssue about díscovery about

the field inte1lígence reports that the intelligence dívision

had. In that case, the district court had ordered that the

department disclose under a protective order the field

intelligence reports. Because that issue was so important, we

took an appeal to the Second Circuit, and the circuit granted

our writ of mandamus and quashed the díscovery request for

those field intel-ligence reports. That case, your Honor, is

titled In Re: City of New York. The citation for that is

607--

ïs

gívíng me that, I gather, because

that so?your brief

FARRELL: I would have to check to see whether

werve cited it.

THE COURT: Whether we have it or not, give it to me

again.

MR. FARRELL: The citation is 601 F.3d 923. The

reason, your Honor, that wasn't in the brief, if it's not ín

there, is because the city understood, and as it was explicitly

stated by class counsel, that they weren't seeking discovery.

They had withdrawn that motion and they had put before your

Honor the substantial persuasive evidence. So it would not

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2]-2) B05-03oo
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have come to defendant's position to start arguing about

discovery in that briefing. So it probably is not in there.

THE COURT: Then I ran off the reservation, and here

you are.

MR. FARRELL: In that decision, your Honor, âs I say,

the discovery that was sought, it was a question of first

impression on the l-aw enforcement privílege. The court went

through the analysis, and as part of that analysis, it also

found not only weren't the plaintiffs entitled to the documents

that were sought the field intelligence reports, but the court

addressed the inadequacies and the potential concerns of

attorneys' eyes only protective orders ngtíng that when you

have this type of information that is sensitive, confidential-

and can impinge upon the public safety, that an attorneys' eyes

only protective order is not the panacea that resolves those

concerns.

THE COURT: So whatrs your bottom line, Mr. Farrell?

Is it that on the present record, what it contains and what it

doesntt contain, and the various reasons why the present record

is the way it ís, the present motion on behal-f of the class

should be denied in its entirety on the present motion; no

further discovery required. Is that your bottom line? And if

it isn't, for heaven's sakes, tel-I me so; but I just want to

make sure ï'm following your thread.

MR. FARREI-.,L: Your Honor, the position is that our

SOUTHERN D]STRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2]-2) 80s-0300
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defense of their motion, âs they put it, defeats their motíon.

They haven't put in evidence, certainly substantial persuasive

evidence, that shows there was a policy or practice of

surveilling Muslims based solely upon religion. They have not

carried that burden of proof on the present motion, and they

had withdrawn their motion for discovery. So their motion

should be denied in íts entirety.

If your Honor is inclíned to grant plaíntiff's counsel

discovery despite that record, then it's our position that it

should be limited for all the reasons Irve already stated to a

select subset of the investigative statements that their motion

papers put in

take to two of each of those categories. That's articulated in

letters and correspondence between myself and Mr. Eisenstein.

I will say that the last thíng on that, your Honor, is

that we had spoken last week, and plaintiff's counsel was going

to send the defendants a list of the entities or organizations

for whom it wanted, if there were âî1r, investigative statements

for, and we were in fact waiting for that 1ist. So, it was my

understanding that they \^Iere going to send us that list before

we responded further to it, and I just want to clarify the

record that we \^/ere I don't think cl-ass counsel was waitíng

for us to give them a response to their initial proposal. I

think Mr. Eisenstein and I in good faith had díscussions about

that, and wetre sti1l discussíng it, which ís why we had sent

SOUTHERN DISTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
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that letter to the Court or the email to the Court that

prompted that over the weekend.

The next thing I'd like to turn to, your Honor, is

what's been calIed the Sectíon VIII (A) (2) dispute. Now,

Section VIII(A) (2), your Honor well, two things: One is

that., âs your Honor is wel-l aware, when the guidelines were

modified in 2003, the purpose behind the modification was to

allow the department to gather or collect intelligence prior to

an unlawful- act being committed. We cite those sections that

are l-aid out in the Modífied Handschu Guidelines that

explicitly state that.

When I thínk of the Modified Handschu Guidelines, I

thínk of them in two ways. You have the first part which is

that first half, and that's Section V, where you need some

leve1 of unlawful activity, the possibility of unlawful

activity or a reasonabl-e indication of unlawful activity. And

then there's what I kind of think of as the back half, which is

the Section VIII (e) (Z) where you don't need any of that. It

specifically authorizes the department to go out and visit

public places on the same terms and conditions as the public.

This ís the second half of their motion. I have addressed the

first half of their motion with respect to investígations.

Irm now going to respond to what Mr. Eísenstein was

discussíng with you about Section VTII (A) (2) . In Section

VIII(A) (2), as I say, you don't need any predicate of unlawful

SOUTHERN DISTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
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activity, not even the possíbíIity of unlawful activity. The

NYPD is entitl-ed to go out and visit any place and attend any

event. that is open to the publíc on the same terms and

conditions as memlcers of the public.

Nor,v, cl-ass counsef complain about conversations. And

it's important, I think, analytically just so \^/e can frame

thís, that the zorre assessment unit goes out and gathers

information, as is stated in our papers, but, for example, it

woul-d have the name and address of a business. ft would have

the type of building it may be in. And as

voluntary discovery we had shown

that motion for some discovery,

samples of the reports that are

assessment vísíts.

part of the

they first brought

available to them

them when

we had made

They picked

amount that

generated by the zor:e

They picked the dates

to, and then we made

the years.

certain we had agreed

counsel to come

ofa

those

they

going out

name of

what I

available to class j-n and look at. So,

their argument, the way they word

to want to enjoin everything that

It's saying you have to stop,

think what is the difference

is the first part about

looked at those reports.

it in the p'apers seems to

the zone assessment unit

and they cal-l it inteI.

between the two sides of

and finding out where

it is and the type of

call like phone book

a business is located, what the

building it is, and that t)"pe of

information, is two things.

And

try

does.

BuT T

this

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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One ís, in our opposition we said, we don't it

doesn't appear that they're taking issue with that t)¡pe of

information thatts being retained. When they responded, they

never responded and said, yês , by the way, wêrre not taking

issue with that t)æe of informatj-on retained. They keep coming

back and focusing on conversations that are retained as part of

those visits

There are two things there. One is, I think , f.or

purposes of the Court in terms of anal-yzinq this, wê need to

know definitively whether class counsel is, in fact, claiming

that that tylge of phone book information that is collected is a

violation of the Modified Handschu Guidelines.

We show that it is not for two reasons.

agree with the Court, and the Court's perception,

of noting where a business is or the location is

One is, I^/e

that that act

not the

investigation of political activity.

THE COURT: Is that my perception?

MR. FARRELL: I thought it might 'have been, but

perhaps that was what I thought I heard you saying, and we

made that argument, your Honor, in our opposition brief on page

25. We said on page 25 of our opposition brief that this t)îge

of I'm goj-ng to use the shorthand phone book information

is not subject to the Modified Handschu Guidelines. But we

also added that even if the Court found that it was subject to

the Modified Handschu Guidelines, w€ articulated in the

SOUTHERN DTSTR]CT REPORTERS, P.C
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declarations and in our brief as to the reasons why it is that

that type of information is potentially related to unlawful or

terrorist activity.

The reason that is, your Honor, without going into all-

the details is, if you need to respond to a threat of a

terrorist coming from an incubator country from where

terrorists have been identified as coming from, and you find

out it's a person from this country speaking this dialect and

doing this thing, yoü would want to know where that person may

try to go to blend into the community so as not to be detected.

That would be one reason.

Another reason would be that you'd want to go and find

out that perhaps that person might try and recruit somebody who

has a similar background and characteristics as him. And we

identífied these various reasons in our papers.

So, either wây, I think the two points that we take

away from that is (A) that tl¡pe of information is not covered

under the Modified Handschu Guidelines; and even if the Court

disagrees with us, we have put forward in our opposition papers

the reasons why that type of information and the test in

Sectíon VIII (A) (2) is potentially related to unlawful or

terrorist activity. ï ' 11 stop there on that point.

Then you get to the focus of what class counsel's

papers appears to be, and that has to do with the conversations

that are retained. The first thing that strikes me, your

SOUTHERN DISTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
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Honor and I'm not sure that

as your Honor knows, and I \^/as

years of our litigation before

cl-aim to violate the Modified

no constitutional

practice and has

44

they disputed this ís that,

part of this from the príor

the Court, in order to bring a

Handschu Guidelines when there is

violation, they have to show it's a policy or

to be a systemic practice and has to be

widespread. Thatrs

litigation over the

in your decision.

what your Honor found as part of our

that's articul-at.edpast severa1 years, and

Theyrre not claiming a constit,utional viol-ation here.

So they have to show that a systemic practíce, a widespread

practice that's prevalent. I would note that one of the

reasons theyrre not claiming it's a constitutíonal violation ís

because under the Supreme Court precedent Laird v. Tatum and

Second Circuit progeny that you have cited in your decisions,

that col-lection and retentíon of information based upon visits

to public places does not violate the First Amendment. So that

is noted. You said that in your prior decisíon. We've argued

that. You've accepted that position and cited the law on that

poínt. In fact, plaintiff's counsel is not making a

constitutíona1 violation.

The only claim at issue here in this case is a

systemic practice of the Modified Handschu Guidelines. Now,

when we get to conversations, wo have in and gone throughput

irthe document that they looked at, and turns out that out of

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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the sample set that class counsel reviewed, there were 346

visits to public places in those documents. Only 31- of those

visits contained conversations. 31- out of 346; t.hat's

8.9 percent. That, in our opinion, is not systemic. Even if

you assume that it was being retained in violation of the

Handschu guídelines, which we do not and t.here are reasons

why it is important and is related to potent.ial terrorist and

unlawful activity it's 8.9 percent of the conversations.

That is not a systemic practice.

Additionally, in part of this motion, the defendants

went through and looked at the past three years , 2070 to 2013,

and they reviewed all the reports that were generated by the

zorre assessment unit. These numbers are laíd out in our brief,

your Honor. They're al-so l-aid out in Chief Gal-ati's

declaration. In the past three years, there were 4,247 visits

made by the zorre assessment unit; and of those

were onl-y 207 conversations recorded

that comes I'm not a statistician

4 9 percent

So,

conversations.

When you

but it

visits, there

do that. math.

comes to

conversations

the sample

recorded

they looked at,

to the number of

8.9 percent of

visits, and

set that

compared

which had over 4,000 visits, yourre atthe last three years

4.9 percent. That is

analysis.

not a systemic practice under any

f would also note that it's not the departmentrs

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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practice either to be taking down or recording names of the

índividuals who have conversatíons. It's only in a limited

instance where a name is taken, and sometimes it's an instance

of just a first name taken. Other tímes it's just a

conversation thatrs heard with no names that are associated or

tied to the conversation.

So, it's defendant's position that based upon those

indisputable facts that's the number of conversations versus

the number of visits that pläintiff's counsel cannoL, and

has not meL, its burden to show ít's a systemic and widespread

practice of violatíng the Handschu guidelines.

THE COURT: WeIl, let me turn on what the numbers

actually show and what they actually mean. If every

conversation that was overheard was recorded and retained, that

could be a practice of recording statements from a group of

people who were unusually taciturn, who, for the most part,

just sat there in stony silence, but whenever they said

something,

Ttrs just

plausible

it was recorded and retained.

they didn't talk much. f mean,

to use that word

but how can one be certain in

matter like this.

But do you see

argument I think youtre

interpretation of the numbers,

this area? And if one cannot be,

That.'s a practice

that may be not a

then that l-eads to the question of who has to show what in a

why I have some misgivings about. the

making from the numbers? If I'm going

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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\^rrong in that regard, yoü should show me how. I don't quite_to

know what to make of those numbers, frankly. I didn't quite

know what to make of them when I read them, and now you've

ca1led my attention to them, and I sti1I don't know what to

make of them. What should I make of them?

MR. FARREI-.,L,: I think that the numbers should be

accepted as the maximum because common sense and plausibility

díctate that when you go into a busíness, into a store and

people are buying and selling things, and there's people

sitting around and conv.ersing, that the common sense and the

likelihood is that there are a l-ot more conversations that I

mean, when you go out into public, and there's a 1ot more

conversatíons that are going on that were not recorded. So,

that while I hear what your Honor is saying, I think that that

can be disposed of by taking a common sense kind of practical

approach to going in and thinking about when you walk into a

business, what you hear and what's happeníng. So I understand

it, but I think our papers and those numbers are powerful and

do not show a systemic practice.

In addition to that, even if the Court had some

concerns over those numbers or wanted tó focus on the

matter is

questíon

that thethat your Honor just raised, the fact of the

conversations, the overwhelming majority of

that were noted and retained, are related or

the conversations

were related to

potential unlawful or terrorist activity. Again, these facts

SOUTHERN DISTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
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are laid out in detail in Commissioner Galati's declaration.

For example, in the sample set of conversations

that f'm sorry in the sample set of reports that, class

counsel reviewed, out of those conversat.ions, most were taken

at a time when the current events that were taking place in the

world raised the New York City Police Department concerns for

the safety of New York City. I mean, an example of that would

be the Danish cartoon. You had a Danish cartoon be published.

People of Muslim faith took great issue wíth that because it

depicted the prophet Mohammed. There was a violent reaction

throughout the world. Two embassies \^/ere burned in, I believe,

in Damascus. I believe the Danish Embassy \^/as one of those

that was burned. It \^Ias a world-wide reaction by the Mus1im

community to that Danish cartoon depicted the prophet Mohammed.

So, prudence and common sense, quite frankly, dictates

to find out is there a potential for rícochet violence here in

New York City? Because these things are happening world-wide.

And the department deploys and finds out what's beíng said

about the Danish cartoon. Those conversations, your Honor,

could be both conversations that sdy, h.y, l-et's go do

something in reaction to

conversations could also

nothing wrong with that.

Here is the crux

the Danish cartoon, and those

be, hay, you know

We don't want to

of the situation:

what? There's

do anything.

Both

behavior or does notconversations, whether it promotes violent

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS; P,C
(21,2) Bos-o3oo
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promote viol-ent behavior, relates

activity. The department needs to

what is the líkelihood of a violent

order to make that assessment, one

to the potential for unlawful

have an understandíng

reaction occurring.

needs to know what is

49

of

So, in

being

ít'ssaid about it. As part of that analysis and calculation,

important to know, are people talking about committing violence

or are they talking about not committing víolence?

So, while the class counsel want to just poínt to,

well , it the conversation itself doesnrt have the words rrletrs

go commit some violence" in it or some unl-awful activity, that

that automatically per se means it's not related to a potential

unlawful terrorist activity. We don't agree with that.

Itts defendant's position that you obviously need to

know both sides of the equation to make an assessment, which is

what the intelligence department is trying to do, or the New

York City Pol-ice Department is trying to do in determining

whether there is a possíbility of unlawful- conduct. Again,

thís has to do with the retention of the conversations.

They are

the conversation

not disputing that you can go out and note

ín the first instance, right. Under

VIII (A) (2) , everything the department did in terms of

collecting and gathering information, they do not take dispute

with. The papers are not saying, their position is not that

the department couldn't go out and do it initially. The only

argument they're making under VIII (A) (2) is, while it was

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2r2) Bos-03oo
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authorized under Handschu to go out and collect aI1 that

back, you weren't supposed to retainínformation and bríng it

these conversations.

They haven't articulated a basis for not retaining all

the other pieces of what I call cataloging the phone book

information, but the conversation they're saying you shouldn't

retain. V{hat they poínt to is the conversation itself doesntt

contain a statement for unlawful activity. As v/erve said in

our papers, and as articulated by intelligence professíonals

who have more knowledge and experience than I do, that is, it's

important to know both sides of the equation.

The last point on conversations, your Honor, is if you

didn't note the conversation and the people who are making the

assessments, that you \¡rould have to go out the very next day

and/or the next week and keep checking on the conversations,

and giving updates because you wouldn't have had anything in

the records to go look at and say, h.y, what was the status of

whether there was conversation to promote violence or not to

promote

salient

violence. So I think that's the point or the couple of

the VI I I (A) (2 ) analysis .

I check with my colleagues, is there

that the

points

Before

Court

that I

under

has not addressed that \¡/as raised by

anythíng

class

counsel haven't addressed in this response?

comment or questionTHE COURT: WeIl, I do have one

for you, and it fits sensibly with the vrrl (A) (2) subject we've

SOUTHERN D]STRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
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been discussing. There are these two sentences in VIfI (A) (2) .

The first one says that "NYPD is authorized to visit any place

and attend any event that is open to the public of the same

terms and conditions as members of the public aenerally,rl

period. End of first sentence.

C1ass counsel's briefs make something of a point that

when, for example, Commissioner Ke1ly made a speech at Fordham,

he quoted that sentence and then moved on seaml-essly v/ith his

remarks but, didnrt mention the second sentence, which is what

werre really been speaking about here most recently, and says,

yes, the NYPD can visit any place, attend any event open to t,he

public on the same terms and conditions as members of the

public generally, period, ful-I stop.

Second sentence: rrNo inf ormation obtained f rom such

visits shall be retained unless it relates to potential

unlawful or terrorist activity. "

Now, I think the present evidentiary record raises

potential questions and issues, not just with respect to

VIII (A) (2) , but also with respect to some of the more general

issues that counsel have been discussing.

I want to te11 you why I say that. I want to put this

to you: Exhibit 7 to t.he cl.ass counsel's initial presentation,

is a 1ong, large document. It's captioned "NYPD Intelligence

Division Strategic Posture 2006.tt The distribution appearing

on the first page is NYPD and the police commissioner, and then

SOUTHERN DTSTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
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it's stamped secreL. WeI1, that distribution list has been

expanded somewhat,

I look at

tabular breakdown. I didn't include all the pages. It begins

tabular recitation or a

it woul-d seem.

it, and on page 86, 87 and 88, there is a

with page 85, 86, 87 and

summary of whether or not

88. ftrs a

and informants. We all know

NYPD is maintaining undercovers

that those are two kinds of

people. There's an undercover and therers an informant. They

are both famil-iar creatures in law enforcement. They, of

course, do different things.

Well, there are lists of whether or not therers an

undercover or an informant, and you can say yes or no as to

each, ât least four pages inüolved mosques, a list of mosques,

and índications of whether this mosque or that mosque has an

undercover or an informant or both or one or the other or

neither.

Then page 89, 90, and 89 refers to Mus1im student

associations. Page 90 is Islamic schools of concern, it said,

and there's a reference to whether there ís an undercover or

informant at each one of those.

Now, this would seem to be a littIe different from

attending an event or a place on the same terms and conditions

as members of the public generally. The use of informants and

undercovers one does not readily associate with the public

generally. It's a special entity of the public here, in this

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
. (2r2) 80s-0300
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case, the NYPD.

This is evidence , for what it's worth, which is in the

present record. Now, I think I would be interested in your

tellíng me in referring to the papers or whatever but. I

think when you see something like that, itrs natural enough to

wonder within the general conLext of the tension between

privacy and protecting the public, what is or what can you tel1

me or point me to so that T can withdrawn.

T would be interested in your telling me, if you can,

what the NYPD is doing these days with mosques and student

associations, because the possibilíty putting it no higher

than that that emerges from evidence in this record is that

there might be some legitimate areas of concern, you see, which

would not be fu11y met or answered by that provision in

VIII (A) (2) attendíng a place on the same terms and conditions

of the public generally.

Now, you may regard that question I put to you asking

for your comment on it. as entirely unfair or completely outside

the scope of this hearing or a stupid question/ any one of

which or all of them, you have a First Amendment right to say

to me; you know that. But in part of a fuII disclosure of

what's in the judicial mind, if I may put ít that wây, I would

be interested in the you see, it's a questíon that emerges

from the present record. Should I be concerned about this? If

not, why not? Tell- me your own views on this aspect of it.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2r2) Bos-03oo
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MR. FARRELL:

think that what

Your Honor, 1et me address that. I

a point of confusion is that Sectionmay be

about to public places on the same termsVIII (A) (2) talks

and conditions of the

THE COURT: Yes.

MR. FARRELL: -- that is not at issue in what you have

just pointed to. The police department doesnrt use

confidential informants and undercovers in the sense of

investígative statements and investigations of the Section V of

the Handschu guidelines. Section V of t.he Handschu guidelines

authorizes undercovers and use of confidential informants for

various leveIs of j-nvestigation. Section VIII (A) (2) is about

going out just to public places without any prerequisite or

indication of unlawful activity.

So the department is not using undercovers and

confidential informants as contemplated ín Sectíon V for 1eve1s

of investigation to carry out Section VTII (A) (2) types of

activities. This was made clear to class counsel and in the

deposition of cúi-ef Galati, which was part of the voluntary

discovery that we provided, and, quite frankly, part of the

reason defendants wanted to provide that vol-untary discovery

was so that cl-ass counsel understood what was happening under

Section VrrI (A) (2) within the department, and you cíted the

salient part of Chief Galati's declaration where he said that

the demographics unit , ot the zore assessment unit as it's

SOUTHERN DISTR]CT REPORTERS, P.C
(21,2) 8os-o3oo
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known today, is not

So, there

VTII(A) (2) material

involved as part of making investigat.ions

is a clear line of demarçatíon between the

u/erre talking about and what you've

So Exhibit 7 is on one side of thereferenced as Exhibit 7

equatíon in terms of you pointing to undercovers and

confidential informants, and then the VIII (A) (2) material is

the material that is gathered without t,he use of confidential

informants and undercovers. I don't know if that clarifies it

for your Honor.

THE COURT: Yes, it does. I think that's where you

started off, as I recaII, by saying you viewed the guidelines,

this is the first half and then the second half.

MR. FARRELL: Yes, your Honor, that's right. That's

right. That's why I think, your Honor, that I don't bel-ieve

there is any question under the Section Vrrr (A) (2) -- let me

restate that. For VfII(A) (2), the evídence in the record no

one, as I understand it, not even class counsel, ís now seeking

discovery under Section VIII (A) (2) . I heard Mr. Eisenstein say

to you that under VIII (A) (2) the record before your Honor ís

submitted, theytre not seeking any discovery.

The other point, your Honor, just so itrs cl-ear, that

you don't have any investigative statements being created for

VIII(A) (2) types of actívities. I think that helps put it in

context perhaps to understand the difference between VIII (A) (2)

information and levels of investigation under Sectíon V.

SOUTHERN DISTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
(2r2) Bos-0300
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THE COURT: Yes, thatrs useful. Confer with your

colleagues and see if there is any further assistance you want

to give me.

MR. FARRELL: Yes.

( Pause )

THE COURT: Let me say this to counsel class

counsel because they have the burden of persuasion you have

the right to reply to what's been said and would retain the

right for the last word if counsel for the cl-ass do oh,

yourre sti11 there Mr. Farrell. Forgive me.

MR. FARRELL: That's OK, your Honor. It took me a

moment longer to confer. I just wanted to wâit until your

Honor was finished.

THE COURT: I have finished except to apologíze again.

I was going ahead, and suddenly, I looked up, and there you

\^/ere . Say something.

MR. FARRELL: So, the last point I wanted to add, your

Honor, was that in the pages of that Exhibit 7 that you had

pointed to, the first column about the undercover and

informant, as I said, had to do with the Section V

investigation whereas the demographics listing was under that

Section VIII (A) (2) distinction.

Then the last thing I would add, your Honor this ís

just an observation that once again goes to the systemíc

practice. I know your Honor was looking at this in terms of

SOUTHERN DTSTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(21,2) Bos-o3oo
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the mosques that

I believe

were listed here, and the numbers in our

in the mosques, there were 53 and this ispaper,

2006, r

referring to is a 2006 document, whích was not an investigative

statement and was not used for that purpose. So the

information contained in this document is looking at

j-nformation prior t.o the date of the document, obviously, 2006

or earl-íer. And of the concerned mosques, there's 53

identifíed in that document, when you add them up, and the

document al-so notes that there are over 250 mosques ín, I

believe, the Xew york Cit.y or the greater New York City area.

I do think that, once agaín, when you Iook at it, that

if what they're alleging is a systemic and widespread practice

of investigating Musl-ims solely on the basis of one's relígion,

and no other reason, then it would be arguable that you would

have 250 mosques or more listed in this document and that is

not what the document has contained in it.

MR. STOLAR: .Tudge, would you consider a ten minute

break at this point? We do have some thíngs to say.

THE COURT: Yes. Off the record, please, just for

scheduling purposes.

(Discussion off

will continue this case at

the record)

Then we

wrap the case up

(Recess

2:30, and we will

SOUTHERN D]STRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2r2) 8os-o3oo
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AFTERNOON SESSION

2:30 p.m.

THE COURT: Pl-ease be seated. WeII, I hope that lunch

fortified you all. It can sometimes. I found myself

reflecting on one of the first cases I ever tried. I

represented the United States government. A naval ship had

sunk in the Delaware Bay and given rj-se to all sorts of

litigation. VrIe were on trial, and an expert witness cal1ed for

the other side testífied, and I thought he was brilliant.. He

just wiped my whole theory of the case out, and thank goodness

.Tudge Thompson at that point said we'11 break for lunch nornl,

and the Navy commander who \^ias my solicitor on the case, and

other people, wê all went to lunch. They seemed perfectly

relaxed. I was destroyed. And we ordered. As the lunch came,

and they started talking about what the expert had said and

what was wrong with it, and how vulnerable it was, I lisfened,

and I ate some Iunch, and by the end of it I was pretty well

satisfied that this expert witness was a charlatan and a fraud,

and'I went back and cross-examined him and proceeded to

demonstrate that. But it was the lunch hour which helped. And

f hope ít helped you not that you were in the need of it,

frm sure.

But having said all that, do counsel for the plaintiff

class wish to be heard in reply?

MR. CHEVIGNY: Yes, your Honor.

SOUTHERN DTSTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2t2) B0s-0300
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MR. FARRELL : Your Honor, plaintiff's counsel has

one minute to address the court.graciously given me

THE COURT:

Go ahead. Go ahead.

Oh, y€s, you keep popping up, Mr. Farrell.

MR. FARRELL: Your Honor, You asked me what has the

NYPD been doíng with respect to today investi,gations of mosques

and Muslim student associatj-ons. And, you.know, the ansv/er to

that is that they are following leads. Where they have

information about the possible unlawful- activity, or a

reasonabfe indícation, they foIlow those l-eads, and that's

demonstrated in these papers.

The papers are the confidential informant Rahman, he

was part of an investigation, and in the declaration that the

defendant submitted ít's stated that as part of his assignment

of that investígation he would go to where the subjects of the

investigation would go. And two of the places that Rahman went

to as part of that investigation was to the Muslim student

associatíon events that 'John Jay College was sponsoring or

it's Muslim student association was sponsoring as weII as

mosques. So, the investigation of the individual led. him to

those places.

I wanted to make sure that if f wasn't clear about

that earlier, that I'm certainly clear about it now. And thís

ties in with one other this is demonstrated one other way.

rn the case that you raísed, and in which

SOUTHERN D]STRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2r2) B0s-0300
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Mr. Eisenberg is cocounsel

York, there there are five

constitutional violations .

on ín the Eastern District of New

or six plaintiffs

Two of those are

the answer in part

who are suing for

mosques. And the

of the initial

up, so you can see those

instance.

back to the record in

defendants in response

conference submitted a

District laying out the

plaintiff in that case

investigation that are

to

letter to the court in the Eastern

reasons why the particular mosque

some of the reasons that support the

at issue in that case.

letter. If your Honor woul-dSo, I have a

1ike, and I woul-d be ir
reasons that were articulated in that

I would also refer the court

copy of that

happy to pass

this case which is the Rahman issue, and specifícaIIy the

declarations that defendants put in by Detective Hoban and

Chief Galati and Commissioner Cohen which articulates that the

NYPD follow the guidelines and pursue those matters when they

have a lead, and that's how that's the state and has been

the state of the NYPD's investigations.

The last thing I would raíse and they're related

and if your Honor has any questions on that, I wiII be happy to

ans\^rer on what I rve saíd so f ar bef ore I quickly switch gears.

THE COURT: You had a chance to talk about it with

your colleagues during lunch too, didn't you?

MR. FARRELL: Actually, your Honor, it's in our

papers. I just didn't emphasize it to the court as I had

SOUTHERN DISTR]CT REPORTERS, P.C
(21,2) 80s-o3oo
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r^/anted to initially, so I wanted to take the opportunity to do

show class counsel in

not necessary for al-l-

characterize it as a

clear that the record was the

61,

wíth respect to the

were in discussions to

this case, again our position is they're

the reasons I said. But they

handful four or so. I just want to be

Iatest. exchange of communications

it now.

The other part of this is that

investigative statements that defendants

as to what we would make available to show t,hem were two

investigative statements from each of what I will call- issues

or exhibits that they

and

listed in their papers, and those were

Exhibits 7, 9, l-0 t_ t_

then we as I told Mr-

would be eight there. And

that defendants would

So, that

Eisenstein

similarly put forward two they woul-d pick by random their

choice no influence by us two ISs for each of their

categories, and then we would similarly choose two of each of

those categoríes, for eight more, which would meet the 16.

Plus v/e u/ere willing to gíve or make available not

give make available and show them the ISs related to the

confidential informant Rahman, which were three additional ISs.

So that was 1,9 in total-.

I just wanted to make sure the record was cl-ear as to

what we had offered, because I don't believe it was

characteri-zed correctly initially.

Then my final point is and this dovetails with what

SOUTHERN D]STRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2a2) Bos-03oo
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I said earlier is that these investigative statements are

extremely sensítive; they contain information about ongoing

investigations; they have information about confidentíal

informants and undercovers, about people under investigation.

There are privacy interests that are at issue, and in cl-ass

counselts most recent correspondence to me , or a phone

discussion, they índicated they werenrt even willing to have

redactions made in the investigatíve statements when they were

shown to them, to protect those interests. They wanted them to

be shown in theír entirety, which for al-I of the reasons I

previously have set forth would iust be unacceptable and not

warranted under these circumstances.

So, I appreciate the courtrs indulgence of hearj-ng me

again, and I thank cl-ass counsel for giving me a few minutes of

their time.

THE COURT: Very good.

Now, if counsel for class wish to be heard in reply,

now is the time.

MR. CHEVIGNY: Thank yoü, your Honor.

With respect to some of the things I have just been

said, I'flì going to leave it to Mr. Eisenstein to comment,

because he had the telephone ça1Is with Mr. Farrell, and I did

nQt.

MR. CHEVIGNY: Irm going to talk primarily about the

matters that were mentioned before Iunch. The chief point that

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2A2) Bos-03oo
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the corporation counsel made is that the plaintiff class has

not made out a case with respect to the investigations by the

police. Itm not talking now about the visits under VIII(A) (2);

I'm talking about the investígatíons which ínvolve undercovers

and inf il-trators.

The corporation counsel's argument essentially is that

in the first place they say that the evidence that we produced

is insufficíent to support our case that there are

investigatíons that are not authorized by the guidelines.

And Mr. Farrel-l says that our chief piece of evidence

ís the statements of Rahman, who is the informant. Well, I

mean whether a piece of evidence is chief or isn't chief is a

matter of opinion, of course. That isn't our chief piece of

evidence. But wíth respect to it, Mr. Farrell- claims that it

has been indisputably refuted by the statements of the police.

Now, therein lies the key to much of their argument. In fact,

everything about the facts with respect to Rahman is disputed.

It is disputed by Rahman and it is disputed by the police. The

Cíty is taking a position that because a statement was advanced

by a policeman it is, therefore, irrefutable, as I understand

it. And that type of thinking runs through their work

Commissioner Cohen te1ls us that there are

investigative statements that would justify all the

investigations that appear upon the documents that we have

submitted. And I take it from the tenor of this argument that

SOUTHERN DTSTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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that is supposed to be sufficient, that Commissioner Cohen said

it was so, and that they lvere justified under the guidelines,

and, therefore, that is sufficíent evidence for them to say

that we do not have a case.

Now, I don't think I need to say a great deal more

about that, because I think your Honor has essentially in his

order of August 29th signaled that you think there is a

legitimate dispute as to whether there was a justificatíon for

these investigations or not; and there ought to be discovery

with respect to that.

And so essentially the argument that the City has been

making is that they disagree with your Honorrs order; they

don't think that there ought to be any discovery; and that that

is the reason why, in fact, that they paltered with us about

whether they were going to gíve us information or they werenrt,

because they didn't thínk there ought to be any such discovery.

Mr. Farrell as much as saíd that.

For the reasons I have advanced, f think that we are

entitled to discovery. I think there is a dispute. I think

that the matters that are advanced particularly at this

strategic posture show that there is a dispute with respect to

the justifications for the investigation.

In addition, Mr. Farrell brought in the argument that

materials are privileged.

There isn't a syllable about 1aw enforcement privilege

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(21,2) 80s-0300
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in the Cityts papers. Mr. Farrell advanced this case, which is

indeed a leading case in the Second Circuit, but if in fact the

City wants to make that argument, I think they ought to make

it, and it ought to be laid out. I hope it won't be, because

it woul,d prolong this matter a great deal.

I'm not going to attempt to argue the law enforcement

privilege point now, but this is an entirely new matter. As

far as I had known, there was nothing raísed about 1aw

enforcement privilege. I had understood that the city was

ready to discuss what sort of discovery there would be, not

that there ought not to be any as a matter of principle.

Now, I don't want to try to discuss every single

matter raised by Mr. Farrell. Many of them I woul-d defer to

Mr. Eisenstein to discuss, particularly with respect to the

visits by the políce to public places.

But Mr. Farrell made the point at the beginning and at

the end of his argument that we did not make a plausible case

for the way in which the police conducted their investigations.

He said it was not plausible that the police were conducting

their investigations because the subjects of the investigation

were Muslims. But in fact Mr. Farrell's argument shows I

mean not only do the police documents show but Mr. Farrell's

argument shows that that is the way the police and the

defendants think about this. Because he opened his argument by

discussing a panoply of recent threats of terrorism or acts of

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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terrorism in the city, and said in effect that t.hese

incidents regardless of the police investigation give

rise to an inference that those who commit terrorist acts will

be Musl-ims, and that. in the reverse if we thínk about Muslims,

hre can, therefore, think about their propensity to commit

terrorist acts.

Then at the end of his argument he discussed the

Danes' cartoon controversy, and in that connection he advanced

the argument, âs I understood it, that there was a

justification pursuant to the guidelines, in other words an

índication of crime in the mere fact. that Muslims discussed the

Danish cartoon controversy, because if they discussed it, they

were to urge that t.here be acts of violence, then of course

that could be characterized as terrorism; but if they discussed

it ¿nd repudiated acts of víolence/ that would be a political

act by a Muslim, and that would point toward that Musl-im

thinking about terrorism, and that, therefore, that would be an

indication of terrorism, and that would justify an

investigation.

Now, this ís exactly what we thought they thought.

They believe that because persons who are Muslims discuss

politics, however passivefy, they are giving the police

department an indícation of crime, which would be sufficient to

justify a preliminary investigation or an ínvestigation.

We believe that that type of argument, taken together

SOUTHERN DISTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
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with the documents, shows that there is a basis for this

díscovery and for your Honorrs order, because \^/e believe that

if the investigative statements are examined, they will show

that type of thinking, they will show t.hat those who made

decisions to infiltrate organizations and to intrude upon the

lives of persons, believe that those persons' activities which

maybe touched upon politics r,rlere in themselves going to be

sufficient for a reason to suspect crime

Mr. Farrell came back after lunch to say that what the

police department has been doing is following 1eads. And

Commissio*"t Kelly's speech harped upon the fact that they are

following 1eads. Welt, this seems to be what they think

following a lead is, is to follow up on the thinking of a

Muslim with respect to politics. And he also said that

contemporaneously this ís the work that the police department

is doing. And of course we believe so too.

Other documents that have been mentíoned have come to

us since the time the motion was made, which is now many months

âgo, and those documents suggest that precisely that is going

on

So, for example, we received from the e-mail ín the

last few weeks a communication, a debriefing initiative with

respect

internal

to confidential informants, and it ís not dated, but

evidence suggests it's about 2009. And with respect

to each of Palestine and Jordan, one of the goals of using a

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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confidential informant, for example, was to get a CI,

confidential informant, onto the board of both the Islamic

Center and the Arab American Association of New York.

So here is a case where the police just want to put

whiah we will

show are otherwise innocent,

organizatlons

and for which there is no

substantial reason, or perhaps no reason to be suspiclous

that. they may intrude upon the affairs of those

an informant on the board of

So this ís, we believe,

police's attitude with respect to

persons who are connected to the

So, for the reasons that

and the reasons that are in fact

invesù.ígation

the political

Muslim community.

are advanced in

so

organi-zations

rooted in the

activities of

the papers,

FarreII, weadvanced by Mr.

submit that your order is precisely what ít ought. to be. lt is

an order to the þolice to afford a reasonable degree of

discovery with respect to what their underlying thinking was

about these investigations, and we feel that you should insist

upon it being obeyed and not permit the police department to

sây, welI, j-t's just a flimsy argument, there is no support for

it, and there ought not to be such díscovery.

T think that's all I want to say. At this point I

pass it to Mr. Eisenstein to talk about the visits to public

places and the other matters that were raised by Mr. Farrell.

THE COURT: The torch is being passed in your

direction, sir. Do you pick it up?

SOUTHERN DISTRÏCT REPORTERS, P.C
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MR. EISENSTEIN: I pick it up, your Honor, with

enthusiasm.

I want to start by springing off of something that my

colleague said about the "rel-ated to terrorism" and that

phrase, which is of great significance both with respect to

Section V of the guidelines having to do with investigations

based on an indication of criminal activity, and Section

VTTI (A) (2) .

VIII (A) (2) , as you will recal-l-/ says you can't keep

material unless it relates to potential terrorism or crime.

Mr. Farrell espoused what to me is a remarkable not.ion that if

people are talking peaceably, that if Muslims are talking'

peaceably, that also relates to potential terrorism because ít

tells you that there is not any in that situation, and that

it's therefore appropriate to keep records of that which shows

that that particular location does not have any terrorísm, that

that's related to potential terrorism. And I suggest to the

court that that interpretation drains the limiting phrase in

VIII (A) (2) of any meaning, because it means if breathe in

and out and you're a Muslim, it is information

you

that

department needs to maintain because it may indícate

the police

that

you're not

terrorism.

phrase.

engaged in terrorj-sm, and that's

Tt totally takes meaning out of

about potential

that limiting

And the same thing is apparently being asserted with

SOUTHERN DISTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
(2r2) 805-0300
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respect to the, f.or example, the cartoons compilation, , which is

a compilation of person after person by name saying terrible

things have happened overseas in reaction to these cartoons, wê

should not do that here, wo should protest, we should go to the

Danish embassy.

Commissioner Cohen is reduced to saying that that

compilation does

because it talks burning a fIag.

not know that

Apparently,

the Supreme Court has

indicate something about potential crime

about

Commissioner Cohen does

held that burning a flag burning the United States flag,

even is expressive

So, there is

anything that Muslims

indication or relates

activity and is protected activity.

an effort to create a situation in which

do, particularly religious MusIims, is an

to potential terrorism, whether it shows

they are not, and so it's perfectly

keep records in both situations.

the second thing that I

that they are

appropriate to

Now,

respect to the

underlying the

are here.

What

letter that Mr. Farrell

want to say is with

referred to that was

or that

submitted to the court in the Eastern Dístrict, again this is

a there either are or there are not investigation statements

investigations that are involved there, âs they

lawyer's

status.

Mr. Farrell wants to present to

summarize theletter that purports to

And as your Honor pointed out in the

the court is a

investíga!ion

August 29 order,

SOUTHERN DISTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
(2r2) B0s-0300
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it is very clear from these papers that the best evidence,

perhaps the only probative evidence of whether these modified

Handschu guidelines have been complied with is the

investigation statements, because as Commissj-oner Cohen has

said, that is where the information on which a decision to go

forward with an investigation resides. And thatrs the only

p1ace. No paraphrase, no lawyer's letter, flo secondhand

information about that is sufficient proof to say werre

following the guidelines, leave

There are investigation

under which they can be

'71,

us alone

statements, and there's got to

shown and the court can assessbe a \^Iay

whether l-n

reasonable

fact these investigations are on the basis of a

índication of criminal activity.

And if I may add one thing on that

that process, by the court looking at these

statements, that meat is going to be put on

phrases in the guidelines like "reasonable

subject, it is by

investigation

the bones of the

indication". In

other words,

accretion of

it's perhaps a recapitul-ation of the common-Iaw

what probable cause means.

Un1ess the court sees some of these, sees what they're

indication is, and is able tosaying and what the reasonable

say this is but this is this administrative process is

bunch of words.

not,

And that's one of the reasons why wejust a

think ir is important to do exactly what you proposed or

let me say broached in your August 29

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2r2) Bos-03oo
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memorandum.

Now, with respect to VIII (A) (2), again echoing what

Paul Chevigny said, it is not the case that either Chief Galati

or Commissioner Cohen sayirig that we fo.Ilow the guidelínes

ought to be sufficient. There ís evidence to the contrary.

There is evidence from the police department, from within the

políce department, with respect to VIII (A) (2) , that what Galati

says, what Chief Galatí says, is n'ot the gospel. Because

Mitchell- Silber, who was the chief analyst in the intelligence

division, says that the demographics unit was looking for hot

spots, was out investigating.

And, you know, if you talk about the mapping

function and there is obviously a core of information that

is geographic mapping kind of j-nformation but that could be

done by'a police officer in uniform or a police officer who

identifíes himself as such.

You know, where are the people who come here, come

from what language ís spoken? The very act of hanging around,

looking at posters ,on the waII and recording that, looking at

petitions, looking at what is being watched on television, and

recording conversations, all of those things are efforts to get

a sense of the politics of the political views of the people in

a p1ace. And that's an investigation of politícaI activity.

That's an investigation of expressíve stuff, the kind of thing

that's protected by the guidelines.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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If they want to go and listen, and they get a lead,

they hear conversations that are suggestive of illegal or

terrorist activity, by aI1 means the investígation should

proceed. But the notion that they can similarly record when

there is no such indication, because that is somehow also an

indication of potentiai terrorism, -or an indication of the

absence of potential terrorism, means that the limitation that

was buílt ínto the ru1e, the rule of law, the balance that this

court struck between privacy and securiLy, is simply being

drained of meaning.

Now, one other thing that I think that needs to be

said is your Honor brought up the chart on pages 85 through

somethíng of the strategic posture, which is a compilation of

all of the mosques that. are of interest or of concern, first

tj-er, second tier, third tier, and there are columns:

Undercover, confidential informant. Then there is a column

demographics for the mosques. And ít says, yes, y€s, yês, y€s,

down in every single mosque that's of concern.

And I suggest to the court that that is an indication

that the demographics unit contrary to the suggestion by

Mr. Farrel1, and the contention by Chief Galati is engaged

in investigation, is going to mosques, listening to sermons,

Iistening to people ta1k, and bringing back information about

that. And that's where demographics unit is shown to be

engaging in what Mitchell Sil-ber describes, not in the mapping

SOUTHERN DISTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
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function that Chíef Galati has claimed.

Your Honor, what I would Iíke to do is oh, one

other thing.

According to Chief Galatí, there are 200 plus

conversations recorded in the demographics unit reports that

they went through for the last three years. Thatrs more than

one every week.

Now, what werre required to prove is that there is a

policy, not that itrs widespread, but that it is done as a

matter of policy. If it's done as a matter of policy, and it

violates the guidelines, under this courtrs decisions through

Handschu 10 or 1l- I've Iost track we are entitled to come

before the court and seek injunctive relief. There is nothing

about widespread. Tt's a policy.

And I suggest that if there are 200 conversations

being recorded, in addition to all the posters and bulletin

boards and what channel they're watching, there is a lot of

expressive information being retained.

The final thing I would like to do, your Honor, is I

woul-d like to hand up to the court my letter to Mr. Farrell,

which I believe accurately summarizes our discussions about

what should be disclosed in way of discovery, so that your

Honor at least knows where we stand at this point.

THE COURT: That might be useful. Is that objected to

in principle, Mr. Farrell?

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.. C
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v/ould have to

MR. FARRELL: Not in principle, your Honor. I

not sure it

you know

'75

guess I

captures

in

look at it again. I am just

defendants putting in theirthe part

addition

about

to class counsel- picking their investigative

as werve indícated, also that we were going to makestatements,

available two investigative statements from each category as

we11. If that's in there, then I have no objection to it. If

ít's not in there, I would like , if it goes in, I would have to

submit a response to this, which I haven't yet had a chance to

do.

THE COURT: Why donrt we leave it this way: If you

read that l-etter, and you think it doesnlt tell the full story,

then you can write me a l-etter. How about that?

MR. FARRELL: That's fine.

THE COURT: Fair?

MR. FARRELL: Fine.

THE COURT: Just send a copy to counsel . I will

receive it on this understanding.

MR. EISENSTEIN: Thank you. I would like to also

because this is referenced in the letter that I've just given

to you give the court a copy of the debriefing ínitiative

which Paul Chevigny any made reference to, because this is one

of the things that we have asked for, which is not in part of

the existing record, but it has been specifically identified as

a request to be disclosed.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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THE COURT: Show it to counsel.

MR. FARRELL: Your Honor, this document, which T

believe wel1, I know it was not part of the motíon, and I

believe was identified by plaintiff's counsel after the motion

was fully briefed we haven't had an opportunity to respond

to this, ot explain it, and I think that's ímportant before it

gets submitted into evidence.

It's not part of their current motion, so I would

object on t.hat ground, versus taking this document in at thís

point in time, without having given defendants an opportunity

to review, examine and provide the court with an explanatj-on as

to what it means or what it entails. Right now it's a document

in a vacuum with no explanation, and I think it's prejudicial

in the record.

THE COURT: We1I, absent a complete agreement between

counsel which I do not sense as far as this particular

document, whatever it may be is and in the circumstances, I

donrt think it would be fair for the court to pressure or

mandate it be produced.

I am just going to rely on you two to discuss ít among

yourselves. And after you've done so, if class counsel feel

that this is something that should be part of the courtrs

record before any further decision is made, and counsef for the

city donrt agree with that, then you are goíng to have to send

me letters with copies to each other explaíníng what the

SOUTHERN DTSTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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dispute is.

On the other hand, if

had sufficient time to examine

comments about it that counsel

after corporatíon counsel has

it, and is also able to make any

wish to, those additional-

documents which is to say the document most recently

offered, and any further

wish to make upon it

comments that corporation counsel may

then you can send me both. Send me one

or both or nothing.

But think about it among yourselves first. A time

comes when an ocean going ship, if loaded with one more half

ton of grain into her holds, she breaks in half and sinks. Irm

not there yet, but lrve

I will receíve

of paper in the case.

I want you to consider it

got a 1ot

those, but

among

that's

yourselves in the manner that

the proper way to handle it.

you want me to resolve any dispute,

five. Doesscoop into hold number

replíes are

that they

front of

Irve discussed.

And if everyone

I will take that

that conclude

I think

agrees, or

additional

MR STOLAR: That concludes us, 'Judge .

COURT: A1l right. Notr, corporation counsel, the

concluded. Does corporation counsel hear anything

THE

cannot stand and wish to respond to?

MR. FARRELI-., : I think I rm going to have to pop up in

your Honor one more tíme to address a couple of those

THE COURT: It seems like old times, Mr. Farrell.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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MR. FARRELL: So, your Honor, perhaps not in any

particular order, but the way that the points I take issue with

is, one, that Professor Chevigny had said to you that it ís in

dispute about what Rahman was involved in, and whether there

was sufficj-ent justification for what he was doing.

I would just point out two thíngs. It's not in

dispute that the investígations that he was involved in led to

one of those people that was associated with that investigation

pleading guilty to terrorism-related charges in the Eastern

District. And I have that press release, and I would like to

hand it up to the court when I'm done, to make that part of the

record.

The second thing is the confidential informant Rahman

can't dispute what was going on, because as it is laid out and

explained in defendant's papers, a confidential informant is

not tol-d all the reasons they are out there and what they are

doing, ot why they are beíng tasked to go

certain people.

The declarations from defendants

and concerns why that's not done. First

and associate with

lay out the reasons

says it's not done

informant at1 of

it

Two is you would never te11 a confidential

that information for fear that he would reveal either

inadvertently or purposefully the investigation, what it

entailed, who was the subjects of the investigation, and it

could create safety issues for both the informant and other

SOUTHERN DISTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
(2r2) B0s-0300
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people involved ín the investigation. And those reasons are

articulated in detail, your Honor, in defendant's declaration

by Detective Hoban, Commissioner Cohen and Chief Galati, to

some extent. But those are the reasons. He is not told you

are going to go do this for this reason,

subject of the investigation. He is told

who he should be trying to associate wíth

place to

misnomer

'79

and here is the

in a more general way

or go to a particular

thínk thatrs a

that, you

privilege

statements

collect that information. So, I

to say that either of those things

The second poínt, your Honor, is Mr

are in dispute.

know, the city hadn't raised the 1aw

Chevigny said

enforcement

in its opposition. Again, I had poínted out in my

earlier that they didn't ask for discovery as part

of this motion. They withdrew their motion for discovery. I

would never raiFe a 1aw enforcement privilege about discovery

when it's not at íssue in this case. So that's the easy

explanation for that point.

The third thing is that I did not say nor have I

ever said or promoted that so1e1y being a Muslim is a basis

for investigation. The department follows leads, and that's

the investigations that they conduct. And my point was that to

say that what the department does with respect to its

investigations that it does have that ínvolve people of the

Muslím faith, to say that that's happening in a vacuum, and not

recognizing in the realit,y of the world that there are Muslims

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2!2) 8os-0300
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who are radicalized or violent, and that has been the primary,

main threat to the city, just isn't plausible. That's the

argument I was makj-ng there, and I bel-ieve it was

mi-scharacterized.

The fourth thing I would say is they raised a

document, that one they were proffering, that had to do with

the Arab American Association of New York, and that that was

evidence of somehow to support their case. I would just say

two things

one is it r¡/as never the subj ect of an investigation by the New

to the extent that they areYork City

claiming

Police Department. So,

that that was the case, that's not true.

Two, there was no confidential informant or an

undercover placed on the board of the Arab American Association

of New York. So those things never happened. So, to the

extent they are implying that díd happen, that's just not

accurate.

The next point I just want to make, your Honor, is

that I would al-so just note I'm going to switch gears now to

the VIII (A) (2) section. We submitted a page from the F.B.I. 's
Domestic'Investigation Operations Guide, and that's part of an

investigation, and the F.B.I.'s Domestic Investigation Options

Guide has the mirror type of protocol for going out and

developing where there are certain ethnic communities who are

from incubator countries where terrorists could come from. So,

SOUTHERN DTSTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
(2a2) Bos-03oo
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it's not as if what the New York City Police Department said

it's doing under the powers of Section VIII(A) (2), going out

and identifying ethníc community concentrations, it's something

they are doing alone in a vacuum. This is stated almost

exactly the same way in the F.B.I.'s Domestic Investigation and

Operations Guide, and the operative provisíons of that guide

were submitt,ed as an attachment t.o the decl-arations that t,he

defendants put in in this case.

The next point on

to mix in

the Section VITI (A) (2) is that cl-ass

counsel continues together what the zorre assessment

unit was doing by saying

investigations.

I have said it

it's going out and conducting these

before I'm not going to take the

court's time to repeat everything

information that the zone assessment

with phone book type of information.

but the bulk of the

unit collects has to do

Tt's where a business ís

the address of

ethnic

also says can

able to respond

located, it's the type of building it's in, it's

the business. It's ídentifying the concentrated

community, which is exactly what the F.B.I. DIOG

be done, and it's done for the purpose of being

to terrorist threats in the future when you have

similar characteristics coming in, you know where

and what to do.

somebody of

to go to look

How they can say that those pieces of information that

have to do with business addresses and names of restaurants is

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(ztz¡ 80s-0300
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the investigat.ion of political activíty political

activity political activity norma1ly, as f understand it,

involves some expression of social change or otherwise, and

it.'s defined in the guidelines itself. The Iocation of a

building, its address, that is not an expression of political

activity, and it's not an expression of any sort..

So, that chunk of information which is the bulk of

the information that the zorre assessment unit. collects under

Section VIII (A) (2) , which is at issue in this case does not

even fal1 under the modified Handschu guidelines.

So, the reverse of t.hat is because there is such a

smal-I subset of information or reports that contain any

conversations at all which arguably for argument's purposes

we'l-l- sây, f ine, going and hearing

change one could characterize that

political activity, although there

I'm not going to go into it shouldn't

a conversation about social

as an investigation of

could be reasons here which

but for purposes of

the modified Handschuargument let's say

guidelines and

treats it, because

it does fal-] under

that's certainl-y the way

it is over-inclusive as

the department

to what the

guidelines cover that.'s such a small- amount of reports, it

can't be the systemic practice of which they complain.

The zorre assessment unit is not buildíng dossiers on

people, it's not collecting names and addresses of individual-s.

Thatts not what it does. So, to the extent that they

SOUTHERN DTSTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
(2r2) Bos-0300
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characterize it differently, that's simply not. accurate.

And then the last point, your Honor, is I think

Mr. Eisensteín had referred to common-law probable cause as

part of what gets looked at. I would just reiterate now

this is going back to the investigation side of the guideline,

Section V the standard is not probabl-e cause.

The guidelines specifically say the possibilíty of

unlawful activity. Possibility of unlawful- activity. That

covers preliminary investígations. When you have a terrorísm

enterprise investigation, it's a reasonable indication of

unlawful activity. And the guidelínes themselves define

reasonabl-e indication, and I'm quoting, I'as substantially less

than probable causerr.

So, any implication that

B3

guidelines

even close to probable

to put one final question

have anything further,

the have a

threshold of either probable

cause, for any of the Ievels

accurate and is refuted by the

themsel-ves.

of the investigation, is not

language of the guidelines

me one second, I think that's aII I

cause, ot

If you just gíve

have, your Honor. Thank

THE COURT: Feel

you.

better?

MR. FARRELI,:

THE COURT:

to each of you. But

using their right of

Yes, your Honor

Good. I rm going

do cl-ass counsel

last word to contribute?

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(2L2) Bos-o3oo
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MR. CHEVIGNY: Well, perhaps I shoul_d apologize. I do

want to say one thing, a few sentences, with respect to what

Mr. Farrell said, if that's all right with you.

THE COURT: Yes, 1r€s, Irve said you could.

MR. CHEVIGNY: Most of what he said were matters that

Mr. Eisenstein and r had covered in our discussion here this

afternoon.

With respect to the belief his statement that the

city believed that we didn't want discovery because we had made

a previous motion for discovery, we did make a motion for

discovery. We made a motion for discovery concerning the

issues under VIII (A) (2) , and we got that discovery, the Galati

deposítion and the documents. Having done that, we withdrew

that motion, âs well we miqht, since we had received some

discovery.

This is a completely different motion, and they know

that. With all due respect, it,s just not possíble that they

didn't bel-ieve that we wanted some discovery. There is a point

in our reply brief in which we say discovery is essential

concerning the reasons for investigations and infiltrations by

the intelligence division. rf that didn't intimate to them

that we wanted discov€ry, T don't know what would. So thatrs

all I have to say.

The other things, I think werve said already.

. THE COURT: All right. Then I'm going to put a

SOUTHERN DTSTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
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question to each of you, and it's a question which does not

invíte further argument. You have gJ-ven me a good deal of

that, and very good argument it is too, if f might say so.

My first questíon is to class counsel-, and then it's

to corporation counsel, and the question is this, first for

class counsel: Sum up for me what you think the court should

do next in this case. Understood?

MR. EISENSTEfN: What we think this court should do

next is order under appropriate protective order,

restraints the discl-osure to cl-ass counsel in the first

instance of the investigation statements that relate to what we

have raised in our papers, wíth the understanding that the goal

of that process

into a redacted

will be to put some or al-I of those documents

form which can be made part of the court record

and thus a publicly avaíIab1e document.

We are aware and I think thís needs to be said

vüe are aware of the important role that the New york City

Police Department p1ays. VrIe are citizens of New

want to be safe. And we donrt ask the court to

of the things that Mr. Farrell identified. But

interests that we think need to be indicated as

\^re think that the investigation statements are

that investigations have been initiated without

indication of crime or terrorism.

York, and we

jeopardize arry

we have other

weII, which are

going to show

a reasonable

So, what we want the court to do is preside

SOUTHERN DISTRTCT REPORTERS, P.C
(2r2) 8os-03oo
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process under which we will be able to look at these documents,

work with corporation counsel to do the

necessary to make it safe to be part of

have them part of the court record.

THE COURT: Thank you.

What does corporation counsel

do next? ff you want to say go back to

return, thatrs all right; that would be

MR. FARRELL: No, 1rollr Honor,

that. Plaintif f s have f ail-ed to meet

papers said that theír papers contain

evidence". That's what they said, and

dífferent tune about discovery. They

redactions that are

a court record, and

think the court shou]d

Connecticut and don't

an answer

Ido

their

not want to say

burden, Their

" substantial persuasive

now they are singing a

should be held to the

choices that they made.

The evidence is clear that the New york City police

Department is not violating the modified Handschu guidelines,

and their motion should be denied.

If your Honor is contemplating giving them discovery

despite their choices, then the discovery should be limited to

the proposal that I artículated earlier as to the investigative

statements for which class counsel could come and review.

THE COURT: Good. Very good. Those v/ere good,

succinct statements of what the court should do next.

Occasionally on both sídes litt1e wisps of argument crept in,

I wanted that summation, andbut you couldn't tell that. And

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C
(21,2) 8os_o3oo
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it's useful to me. Off-the record.

(Discussion held off the record)

THE COURT: All right. Back on the record, please.

The court extends its compliments to counsel for excellent

arguments. Decision on all aspects of this motion is reserved.

As stated in a colloquy off the record, an expedited

transcript of these arguments is to be ordered from the court

reporter, paid for in the first instance by the àtay of New

York, with that item of costs to abide the event as the

litigation goes .forward.

And so the hearing is at an end. I will simply say

again to all of you who were here, I'rTt glad you're here. And

what yourve seen, and what you've heard is good arguments, good

arguments, whether you agree with them or not, whether you

sympathize with them or not.

This was a roomful- of good lawyers trying to from

their different points of view make the rule of 1aw work, to

make the rule of law work in this place and at this time, which

is what \n/erre all about, ot should be, and so I hope you place

some value on the tíme yourve spent in this place today; but if

you havefl't, you need not write and telI me so. Case

continued. Decision reserved.

(¡ecision reserved)
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